
is " sui generis," and is one of the principal links that connect
into one continuous whole the long line of Mohawk village sites,

ark and not -only so, but that connects these sites unmistakably
ne .with Cartiers village of Ilochelaga; for in the museum of the

the McGill University can be seen many fragments of -pottery, dug
up on the site of Hochelaga which are identical in material,
color, form and decoration to this Mohawk pottery which we find
so abundantly in the refuse heaps of Garoga, and in all other

,ere Mohawk village sites. Although no whole jars are ever found,

the the fragments are often large enough for us to determine the

the shape and size, and to see that it was al! made without the use of
the the potter's wheel. They were of all sizes, from the tiny toy

made for the children to the great jar,.solid and heavy, that

would hold several gallons. At Garoga the pits from which the

clay was takei can be plainly seen. The whole work was done
by the squaws. It was worked into the proper consistency -and

tod- mixed with pounded shells, or some kind of granite rock, to pre-
vent cracking during the firing.· All the jars were round orrthe

bottom, as they were to stand upon the ground or in the ashes;

nds and they had a flariirg rim so that they could be suspended by a

t we cord if necessary. The decoration was invariably certain con-

i it ventionalized patterns of incised straight lines, but eo varied

mnce that no two jars are ever precisely alike; there is a striking re-
semblance, but great variety,·and they never advanced from the

wed straight ine in their decoration. Not a curve is ever seen.

ades The only departure from this general uniformity is where the jar

)uld was made in a basket, in which case the imprint of- the crossed

sred m'ehes can be seen; or where, in very rare instances, the human

fuse figure was used as a decoration.

k is As the digging proceeds we find the bones of many wild animals
and birds, nearly all of them broken so that the marrow could be

feet extracted. The comparative anatomist of the Smithsonian-Ii.

with stitution has reconstructed for me the fauna of Garoga, so that
now we know prett well what wild animale roamedtuowl weko rty .elwa idaiasrae the wooda of.
the Mohawk valley in the prehistoric days. But we also findwith
many bone implements, @ch as harpoons, ornaments, awls and
needles, and many the use of which we can only conjecture.
The piercing implements are the most abundant; these were

rag used for making. their buck skin garments, and many of them15T
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